
Cross Charge vs. ISD: A legal 
quandary!



Background

Taxation laws are globally infamous for complexity and constant change, for they need to evolve with dynamic and 
intricate economic systems. Nevertheless, in an attempt to simplify indirect taxation, GST regime was introduced 
on July 1, 2017. Far from its motive, GST law left most level-headed taxpayers and experts in disarray with its 
multiple overlapping provisions and deeming fictions. To add to the hardships of a taxpayer, the department has 
started issuing notices without any legal backing. 

In this article, the authors have attempted to shed some light on one of such deliberated issues i.e. Cross Charge 
vs. Input Service Distribution (‘ISD’). The relevance of analyzing this issue has surfaced due to various notices 
being issued by department directing mandatory cross-charge of expenses incurred at Head Office (‘HO’) for 
services attributable to Branch Offices (‘BOs’). 

Legal issue

A company (having HO and BOs in different states) is an artificial person having separate legal entity1. However, 
for the purpose of GST Laws, Legislature enacted a deeming provision2 declaring HO and BOs of an entity 
having different registrations as distinct persons3, making transactions between them liable to GST4. 

The concept of distinct persons in GST regime is borrowed from erstwhile Service Tax laws wherein an 
establishment of a person in taxable territory and other establishment in non-taxable territory were treated as 
distinct persons. However, while the concept under service tax had very limited applicability, one under GST is 
applicable to all multi-locational taxpayers.

Time and again, CESTATs held that there is no service tax liability on transactions between overseas BOs and 
Indian HO as a BO cannot survive without resources assigned by HO. There is no independent existence of 
overseas BO as a business. After implementation of GST regime, same principles were followed by the Authority 
for Advance Ruling (‘AAR’) in cases where a foreign HO is reimbursing expenses to Indian Liaison Office (‘LO’). 

Parallelly, GST laws also provide for ISD mechanism for distribution of Input Tax Credit (‘ITC’) of input services, 
which is again borrowed from erstwhile Service Tax laws. 

Cross Charge vis-à-vis ISD (Mandatory or optional)

For every provision of law has an underlying intent behind its legislation, both Cross Charge and ISD aim to 
transfer GST to the State to which it pertains. Doubts are raised as to whether taxpayers have an option to 
choose between available alternatives or necessarily comply with any one or both. In this regard, whereas ISD 
mechanism has been given as an option which a taxpayer may or may not choose, transactions between HO 
and BOs have been mandatorily made taxable under GST law. Furthermore, ISD mechanism can only be used 
to transfer GST of input services and not of inputs and capital goods.

Interestingly, for input services, CBIC FAQs clarify that ITC availed on services procured at a registration which 
are used for business in more than one State, should be appropriately invoiced or distributed through ISD 
mechanism to other States.5 Hence, giving option between Cross Charge and ISD.

1Section 9, Companies Act, 2013
2Para 2, Schedule I, Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
3Section 25(4), Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
4Section 7 (1)(c), Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017
5FAQ No. 17, FAQs on Banking, Insurance and Stock-Brokers Section available at https://www.cbic.gov.in/resources//htdocs-cbec/gst/

FAQs_on_Financial_Services_Sector.pdf



To the contrary, certain AARs6 (including recent ones) under GST have held that it is mandatory to follow ISD 
mechanism for distribution of ITC of input services and Cross Charging for other management expenses incurred 
at HO. This view was also proposed via Draft Circular7 which was however deferred during GST Council meeting 
in view of observations made by States that issuance of Draft Circular would make more than 90% of taxpayers 
non-compliant for their past practice as GST law does not mandate ISD mechanism while Circular would do the 
same8. This elucidates that legislature does not intent to make ISD or both ISD and Cross Charge as mandatory 
requirements. 

To conclude, there is positive clarification and even Draft Circular, but conflicting advance rulings. Not to anyone’s 
surprise, the department is supposedly adopting the methodology to recover maximum tax liability.

Valuation of supplies to be Cross Charged 

The next aspect that raises department’s eyebrows is the value adopted for Cross Charging of expenses by HO. 
Valuation of supply of goods or services is based on transaction value i.e. price actually paid or payable for such 
supply where supplier and recipient are not related, and price is sole consideration for supply9. However, in case 
of related persons, same is governed by prescribed rules10.

GST Rules clarify that if recipient unit (BO in present context) is eligible for full ITC, HO may adopt any amount 
as value on invoice to be raised on BO and such amount will be accepted as assessable value11. While the law is 
plain and clear, AARs and department officials are consistently discarding the value adopted under Rule 28 and 
imposing heavy tax and interest demands. 

Closing remarks

Whether it’s the decision of adopting ISD mechanism or Cross Charging common expenditure or valuation to be 
adopted in case of distinct persons, the ‘ease of business’ remains to be a remote concept for Indian taxpayers 
and struggles with department officials witness no change either. At the end, taxpayers need to take an informed 
and astute call, considering the aforesaid factors in mind. A pro-active approach would be more beneficial to 
avoid departmental enquiries and consequential demands.

6Columbia Asia Hospitals Private Limited, 2018-VIL-126-AAR (KAR) affirmed in 2018-VIL-30-AAAR (KAR), Tata SIA Airlines Limited, 

2021-VIL-49-AAR (HAR), Cummins India Limited, 2019-VIL-62-AAR (HAR)
7Draft Circular on ‘Taxability of services provided by an office of an organization in one state to the office of that organization in another 

state, both being distinct persons’, Agenda Note, 35th GST Council Meeting dated June 21, 2019
8Minutes of Meetings, 35th GST Council Meeting dated June 21, 2019
9Section 15(1), Central Goods and Service Tax Act, 2017
10Section 15(4), Central Goods and Service Tax Act, 2017
11Second proviso to Rule 28, Central Goods and Services Tax Rules, 2017
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